The department's education programs are specialized in socio-ecological approaches to solving urban problems, caused by urban sprawl, overcrowding, housing, transport, crimes, pollution and climate change. To cultivate multifunctional experts producing design solutions based on self-directed learning and personal action planning, every undergraduate student is required to be enrolled in at least one design studio class per semester. The department provide various curriculum consisting of the different strands of landscape architecture including: planning, design, management and research.

**Curriculum**

The department's education programs are specialized in socio-ecological approaches to solving urban problems, caused by urban sprawl, overcrowding, housing, transport, crimes, pollution and climate change. To cultivate multifunctional experts producing design solutions based on self-directed learning and personal action planning, every undergraduate student is required to be enrolled in at least one design studio class per semester. The department provide various curriculum consisting of the different strands of landscape architecture including: planning, design, management and research.

- Introduction to Landscape Architecture
- Art of Space
- Environmental Design 1 and 2
- Green Space Design 1 and 2
- Landscape Design Studio 1 and 2
- Landscape Planning 1 and 2
- Landscape Planting Studio 1 and 2
- Environmental Design Analysis 1 and 2
- Landscape Plant Study 1 and 2
- Landscape Construction
- Landscape Engineering
- Landscape Management
- Landscape Related Laws
- History of Occidental Landscape Architecture
- History of Oriental Landscape Architecture
- Modern Urban Park
- Digital Landscape Design Studio 1 and 2
- Advanced CAD 1 and 2
- Environmental Psychology and Behaviour
- Spatial Marketing
- Graduation Project Design Studio 1 and 2
- Landscape Employment Seminar
- Internship Program
- Graduation Thesis
Keimyung graduates are highly sought after the landscape profession to work in landscape architectural design firms, government offices, construction companies, engineering companies and research offices using their practical and theoretical education. In 2015, the department was the top rated Landscape Architecture Department in Korea with 100% graduate employment. A Bachelor’s degree in Landscape Architecture, with an opportunity to take the national certificate of technical qualification, the Engineer Landscape Architecture, is given when a student finishes undergraduate programs.
Student Exchange Program
Having signed MOUs and exchange agreements with 346 affiliated universities and institutions in 57 countries, Keimyung University boasts the most extensive international exchange network among Korean universities. Approximately 300 of our students actively participate in exchanges with our partner institutions each year.

Visiting Student Program
International students who choose Keimyung for a short-term study abroad experience are welcomed to join the Visiting Student Program. Keimyung has strived to internationalize the Korean higher education for a long time and consequently, been recognized as one of the leading universities for educational globalization. By having your study abroad term at Keimyung, you will be able to enjoy many attractive courses offered in English, a geographical advantage to learn about Korea at firsthand and various extracurricular programs.

For more information and additional support resource, visit http://www.kmu.ac.kr/english/